This paper studies the problem of stability region estimation and controller design for uncertain bilinear systems when linear controllers are used. Iterative linear matrix inequality (ILMI) algorithms are presented to estimate the closed-loop stability region and design the controllers. No tuning of parameters is needed in the design methods. The design aims to optimize between the size of the stability region, damping of the state variables, and the feedback gain.
Introduction
Bilinear system is a special kind of nonlinear systems which could represent a wriety of important physical processes 181. A great amount of literature related to the control problems of such systems has been developed over the past decades. Among them, some results were concerned with bilinear systems with only multiplicative control (2, 91. For bilinear systems with both additirze and multiplicative control inputs, some control designs, such as bang-hang control 171 or optimal control [I], obtain global asymptotic stability under the assumption that the open-loop system is either stable or neutrally stable. When the open-loop system is unstable, it is difficult to obtain global asymptotic stability except when independent additive and multiplicative control inputs exist [4] .
Though much attention has bwn paid to the study of bilinear systems, little research work was devoted to the control problems for bilinear systems with uncertainties. Recently, the quadratic stabilization problcm of uncertain bilincar systems was studied in [lo] and a snfficicnt condition for the system to be quadratically stabilizable by "quadratic" feedback control was presented.
In some practical control system designs, local closedloop stability may bc enough and linear controllers are preferred. In [5] , Gutman suggested that a nonlinear controller be used firstly and forced the trajectory of a bilinear system sufficiently near the origin, then switch to a linear controller such that the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable. Hence the study of local stahilization using linear controller and the estimation of the closed-loop stability region are useful in practice. Such a problem had been studied in 131 but the results in ahere are not easy to be applied because it needs tuning of parameters. Moreovcr, [3] did not considered the robustness of the controller to model uncertainties.
This paper considers the stability region estimation and coutroller dcsign for uncertain bilinear systems, where the controls act additively and multiplicatively simultaneously. The uncertainties are assumed to have a polytopic form. No assumption on the open-loop stability is made and lincar state feedback control is studied. As compared with [3], the results in this paper has the following advantage. Firstly, we estimate the derivative of the Lyapunov function in a different way, and our results are less conservative than that in [3]. Secondly, OUT results are presented in the form of iterative linear matrix incquality (ILMI) algorithms. It needs no tuning of parameters and can be efficiently solved numerically using Lh4I toolbox in MATLAB. Thirdly, three design specifications, closed-loop system stability region, feedback gain, and damping of the stat,c variables, are all taken into account in the controller design. Three design algw rithms are prescntcd to optimize one specification when the othcr two specifications are given. Finally. our results arc suitable for bilinear systems with polytopic uncertainties.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the problems statement. The stability region estimation method and controller dcsign methods are presented in Sections 3 and 4, respect,ivcly. Two examples are given in Scction 5 to illustrate our methods. Section 6 concludes the paper. Further definc a set DO c Rn as
Problem Statement
Consider the bilinear system where
%can From Lyapunov stability theorem, Do is contained in
the stability region of S,. 
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for all la = 1,. . . , n~, le = 1 , . . . ,ne, IN, = 1,. . . , n .~,
( j = 1,. . . ,2") are the 2" vectors whose elements x& can only take the value of 1 or -1, then an estimate of
where CO denotes the convex hull.
Consider a linear state feedback
the region can be obtained by
The first problem considcred in this paper is to estimate the stability region of S, for a given K . The second problem is to design K such that S, satisfies certain specifications. The specifications considered in this paper include the size of the stability region, the i=l Do = {z E Et" : xTPx < r'} . { that contains the ellipsoid {z E W" : xTPx < r*}. Since R, is convex,
Estimation of Stability Region
Since there are uncertainties in systcm (5), we will conofSc is
sider its local quadratic stability.
punov funct,ion V ( x ) = xTPx with P > 0.
The derivative of ~(~1 along for all x in n, if and only if (10) holds for all the Zn
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for all j = 1,. . . ,2".
(3) and (4), (11) is further equivalent to (7). After the largest r that satisfies (7) 
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Now suppose K is given, we consider the problem to choose P such that 'Do is the largest. The problem is to choose P and r satisfying (7) such that 'Do in (8) is the largest.
Algorithm ESTIMATION: a n d m = %-.
Since (7) is equivalent
Step 1 Choose a small tolerance scalar q > 0. Let Po =
Stcp 2 Compute
Step 3 Solve LhII problem
For any scalar oi > 0, P = a P implies P-' = EOI E R""" for a sufficiently small € 0 (1 > € 0 > 0). i = f i r also satisfy (7). Notice that DO-is kept un-Step 5 Let Po = p, go to Step 2. changed when substituting P and r by P and i , respectively. Without loss of generality, we can suppose P 5 I . In order to obtain a larger 'DO, we can maximize r (maximize the largest ball contained in 'Do). The problem becomes m a r subject to (7) and p < r
Step 6 The estimated stability region is given by (13).
R e m a r k 2 vided that there exists a P > 0 such that The LMIproblem in
Step 3 is feasible pro- where C-'" = {s E C : Rc(s) < -&} is a subset of the coniplex plane;
(ii) the feedback gain is constrained by I f K T 5 k01 for a given ko > 0.
From Theorcin 1, the problem of obtaining the largest stability region can be stated as minX subject to P-l 5 for all la = 1 , . . . , nA and Ig = 1,. . . , n g ,
then the controller which can obtain the largest closedloop system stability region is
hforeouer, an estimate of the closed-loop system stability region is
which con,tains the ball {z E Bn : xTx < $}
The optimization problem in Theorem 2 can be solved using the following algorithm, which is similar to Algorithm ESTIMATION.
Algorithm DESIGN:
for all la = 1,. . . , n~ and lg = 1,. . . , n g , and Stcp I Choose a small tolerance scalar q > 0. Let Po = p,l E R""" for a sufficiently large pO > 1.
K K~ 5 k ,~>

P S I
where (14) implies that
Step 3 Solve LhlI problem minX subject to (15), (16), (17) and
& & R ( N i l N < W + WTG&.)
for all la = 1,. ..,RA and l g = 1 : . . . ~ ng.
note P = P-', the problem is converted into
In the above problem, variables are h ' , P and A. Dc- to obtain P, W and A.
. .
Step 4 If I/P-AI/ < v, go to Step 6 , else go to Step 5.
for all LA = 1:. . . , nA, LE = 1,. RE, 1~~ = 1:. . . , nN, ( i = 1 , . . . n ) , and j = 1,. . . ,2",
Step 5 Let PO = p , go to Step 2.
Step 6 The controller and the estimated stability region are obtained by (18) and (19 
Example 2
Consider an open-loop unstable system with two-dimensional control input (Example 11 in [lo] ). The system is expressed by (1) where [ 1.0705 1.6310 1 -1.3821 -0.4126
A ( t ) = C o { A i , A 2 } , B ( t ) = B ,
The results are summarized in the following table
Conclusion
This paper studied the stability region estimation and linear controller design problems for uncertain bilinear systems. Iterative linear matrix inequality (ILAII) algorithms were presented to estimate the stability r e gion and design the controllers. Three closed-loop specifications, closed-loop systcm stability region, feedback gain and damping of the state variables were considered in t,he controller design problems. The cont.rollers designed are such that one specification is enhanced while the other t.wo spccifications are constraincd at a certain level. Examples show that our stability region cstimation method is less conservative than that in [3], and our controller dcsign methods are more effective.
